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Hi everyone!
I hope you enjoy the new newsletter format in this update. I will be making this and all previous newsletters available on the
website in the future. There are several quick announcements and/or recommendations I would like to make in this newsletter.
They are enumerated below:

1. Website Recommendation: Unsealed Prophecy.net
My friend David Shelton has a brand new website on which he posts pertinent end time news and
columns: Unsealed Prophecy.net. The site is laid out in a blog format and has some great
features, including ways to receive his news feeds by RSS and into your mobile device. The
previous posts are neatly categorizied and archived under a wealth of topics.
Be sure to visit Unsealed Prophecy.net soon and add the site to your favorites, and register to receive the news in
your Inbox. You won't regret it!

2. Website and Book Recommendation: Antichrist: Islam's Awaited
Messiah by Joel Richardson
Joel Richardson has written a book which documents the end-time prophecies from the Q'uran and shows
how these prophecies could represent prophecies in the Bible regarding the future Antichrist. Those who
know me well know that I believe there could be very well be a "mock tribulation" before the actual day of
the Lord's wrath, during which a great deception of billions of people will take place. The prophecies of
Islam may well prove to be a part of this future deception. Joel's scholarship is top-notch, so I invite all to
check out this book.
Joel also hosts an extensive blog, for those interested in the topic of Islam, with pertinent news and commentary on
how current events fit into his book. Joel was kind enough to write a nice review of my latest book, Then His Voice
Shook the Earth. Visit Joel's Trumpet today.
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3. Recent Taiwan Earthquake Corroborates Earthquake Resurrection
Aftermath Scenario
Those of you who monitor the daily earthquake action on the planet probably noticed the late
December news headlines of a large earthquake near Taiwan that, in addition to deaths and injuries,
caused large portions of Internet and telecommunication systems to go down. From one news story:
A quake on Dec. 26 measuring 7.2 on the Richter scale off the southern tip of Taiwan damaged all
nine fiber-optic cables that cross the ocean floor south of Taiwan, affecting telecommunication traffic between
the mainland and Taiwan, Hong Kong, the United States, Southeast Asia and Europe.
http://english.people.com.cn/200701/30/eng20070130_346146.html.
Those who have read Then His Voice Shook the Earth may recall that, in chapter 5, the aftermath of the future

catastrophic earthquake resurrection event is analyzed. If the model presented in the book is correct, there will likely
be limited to zero access to television, telephone, Internet, pipelines, or electricity. From the book:
The technological infrastructure of the cities of the earth will be at least severely crippled, if not completely
destroyed, as a result of this powerful resurrection event. Electric power will be unavailable, making
communication between other nations very difficult. . . The areas with the greatest numbers in which the dead in
Christ are buried may experience a higher proportionate share of the supernatural power of the resurrection,
resulting in more intense destruction.
Then His Voice Shook the Earth, p. 63.
The recent earthquake in Taiwan, therefore, provided another preview of the chaos that will ensue when the actual
earthquake resurrection of the dead in Christ takes place.

4. New Article on the Rapture Completed
I have recently finished an article titled Missing Persons: A Rapture Explanation that Makes Sense. This
article was inspired by a recent broadcast of the Berean Call by Dave Hunt and TA McMahon in which they
discussed how the world will react to the rapture event, and was designed to get people to think about and
consider what we are really expecting people to think when this event happens.

The plan is to circulate this article to as many prophecy ministries and churches as I can to generate
interest in the earthquake resurrection model. I also will submit it to a few Internet sites for publication,
so you may see it there as well. However, I will send the article to all of you in a separate newsletter very soon.

5. Coming Very Soon: Important Survey
I will be putting together a survey on my website which I hope everyone will complete. I promise that you
will want to answer the questions to this survey. The survey will probe into the impact Earthquake

Resurrection and Then His Voice Shook the Earth has on your outlook about the future.
You will be notified of the availability of this survey, with any luck, in the next few days.

6. Earthquake Resurrection Sighted in Wal-Mart!
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The final news item was contributed by reader Tawny Northern. I was pleased to find out that Tawny and her
husband said they saw Earthquake Resurrection in a brick and mortar Wal-Mart store in Rockwall, Texas!
Prior to hearing this news, the only physical store in which this book could be found that I was aware of was
eight Northwestern Bookstores in several Minnesota cities.

Tawny, thank you for sharing! If anyone else has seen either book in actual brick and mortar stores, I'd
been excited to hear.
Finally, I want to encourage all believers to continue to call unbelievers to repentance and warn them of the coming
judgment in light of the nearness of Christ's return. The Creator God no longer winks at man's ignorance, but calls all
men everywhere to repent. He has highly exalted Jesus Christ as King, and submission to the King is my life's mission
so that he may be glorified in the earth.
Maranatha,
David Lowe
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